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Week 3 Homework  
Section 1 Homework	


Call 20 FSBOs 

Sellers on Craigslist or any FSBO website, and do the cold-lead script 

Enter leads into REIMatcher 

Practice sales calls 

Everyone SUCKS at this until they do it 20-30 times. 

Get FREE practice with FSBO leads - don’t even expect any to make you $ 

Your Marketing Co-Op… 

If you have built a co-op only to generate leads for other investors, at some point you will 
“add yourself” 

Section 2 Homework	

Review your (up to 20) leads in REIMatcher 

Verify that scoreboard is “lit up”... If not, you may need to add information about value, 
loans, repairs, etc. 

Find and bookmark the local website/resources where you can look up tax values, sq ft, 
legal description 

Play with the scoreboard tool to see how these leads are analyzed 

Identify (another) 10 (investor) prospects for joining your buyer’s list (and marketing co-op) 

Call your 10 (additional) prospects! 

Add these as “wholesale buyer” into REIMatcher 

Section 3 Homework	

Use contract generator to generate a contract! 

Play with the tools 

Verify that your state contract is available - if not send it to us and we will put it in for you 

Note: You should also keep some “paper” contracts handy… 

Section 4 Homework	

REPEAT: Choose 2 of the 5 marketing methods and START MARKETING! 
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Ex: Send out 100 letters, 25 bandit signs, call 20 people on Craigslist, etc. 

Extra Credit: Do 2 more! 

Extra Credit	

Set up your social media: Facebook, LinkedIN, Google+ 

Add your investors to your social networks  

Go through the RE-Volution training 

It’s about 20 hours - 2 hours/day over 10 days or 4 hours/day over 5 days 
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